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1.BLOOD DONATION
CAMP

A Blood donation camp is held once
in a year in our college organized by
our NSS and YRC team members of
RVSCET along with the immense
support from Ramakrishna hospitals
(Coimbatore) and Santhi Social
Services (Coimbatore).
There have been many cases of
emergency for the requirements of
blood donors and we received calls
or notifications. The well prepared
NSS team has always arranged a
donor to be sent immediately to
nearby hospitals.
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2. GENERAL
MEDICAL
CAMPAIGN

The NSS team along with the
Tamil Nadu kidney
foundation and M. V eye
hospital conducted a general
health check up campaign
inside the college campus at
free of cost .Many of the
public were benefited and
guided for further treatments.
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CAMP

3. DENTAL

4. DENGUE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

Every student is
brought into
individual check up
and students of
dental college taught
the others the
personal dental
hygiene measures
many were guided
for advanced
treatments for
betterment of their
dental health.

The volunteers of NSS
arranges and organizes a
dental check up campaign
once in every year inside
the college tied up with
RVS DENTAL
COLLEGE. The camp
organised is open to the
public and students. The
dental problems are
diagnosed, treated and
provided necessary
medical attention.

The NSS team of RVS CET took a great effort and distributed
Nilavembu Kashayam to each and every student, staffs and
workers in and around the campus. In order to make them
immune from being affected by dengue fever and this was
precautious measure.
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5. TREE PLANTATION CAMPAIGN

To restore the forest cover and to spread more
greenery around the campus, a Tree Plantation
Campaign was launched with the theme of ‘Adopt a
tree, One Person- One Tree.'
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ADOPT A TREE

We planted around 5000 saplings around our own
college campus and the saplings were distributed
free of cost to every staff and students. The drive
aimed to involve all the residents of the campus
to adopt a tree and ensure sustainable growth.
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6.TEMPLE
CLEANING
CAMPAIGN
Once in every year, the
team chooses a village and
with the permission of that
particular community we
take over the entire temple
cleaning activity and along
with that, we plant saplings
in the premises.
This gave us the privilege
to involve in social service
activities
outside
the
campus. It provides great
enthusiasm to our NSS
volunteering team to be
more active and to groom
themselves to be better
active social participants.
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7. HELMET AWARENESS
RALLY

8. RALLY FOR RIVERS
Rally for rivers was undertaken by NSS
volunteers with a prime mission to save all
the important rivers of India.

Road safety
program was
commenced by NSS
Volunteers to
encourage general
public to wear a
helmet while
driving vehicles on
the road.
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8. RALLY FOR RIVERS

The rally focused on creating awareness by
distributing leaflets which spread the
message of keeping rivers clean.
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9. CHILDREN PARK
CLEANING

As part of the Swachh Bharath Abhiyan, it was
decided to conduct a cleaning mission in
children’s park. The students and faculty
members together participated in removal of
weeds and overgrowth of unwanted plants,
collecting scattered garbage, planting new
saplings around the park , thus restoring the park
to a hygienic and safe state.
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The event commenced with
flag
hoisting
ceremony
followed by a wide array of
competitions which sparked
the interests of children in
studies and sports.
There were motivational
talks about global warming
and the need to keep the
surroundings clean. The
prizes distributed to kids
consisted
of
stationery,
drawing kits to enhance
their creativity and life skills
which encourage them to
learn about recycling.

10. REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION AT
VILLAGE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL
On the eve of
republic day,
symbolizing the true
spirit of education for
all, there was a
celebration
organized at a
government school.
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11. DIFFERENTLY ABLED PEOPLE’S WELFARE
PROGRAM

With great effort to raise funds for the visually challenged people,
NSS volunteers collected money by distributing flags and went on
a rally around the particular community areas.

12. NATURAL DISASTER
RELIEF ACTIVITIES
Our NSS team took immediate initiative
measures to raise fund in order to
provide reliefs to the affected areas.
During the flood and cyclone that
occurred in Tanjore (Gaja, 2018) and
Cuddalore( 2015) the NSS volunteers
collected materials in and around the
campus and also raised funds to meet
the needs of affected people by providing
relief materials to them.
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This made our volunteers to cherish the
immense meaning of serving others at difficult
times and encouraged them to stay more active
with humanity.

GAJA CYCLONE RELIEF ACTIVITY
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13. FESTIVAL CELEBRATIONS
NSS organized cultural events,
on the eve of various festivities
to bring in communal harmony
and to spread joy & positivity
in the college premises. Several
celebrations & competitions
were arranged for Samathuva
Pongal, Onam and
Christmas.
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Community service can
have a multitude of
positive effects on
students, such as chance

The students feel

to explore their interests,

contented while working

expanding one's

towards social welfare and

perspective and equally

improving the quality of

rewarding their

life of others. Even

enthusiasm.

helping out with the

The volunteering instills
the values of team work,
systematic management of
time, effective

smallest tasks can make a
real difference to the lives
of people, animals, and
organizations in need.

communication skills,
increased self-confidence
and gaining wisdom from
wide field of real-life
scenarios..
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